Pimentel and Garcia win homecoming

By Lyn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief

MSC's first Hispanic homecoming king and queen received their crowns at last Saturday's football game.

Ney Pimentel, a junior, and Nancy Garcia, a senior, stepped onto the field at half time to be crowned king and queen for the 1989-90 academic year. Both contestants were sponsored by the Latin American Student Organization.

"I felt really good, like I had a lot of support," said Garcia after the game. "I'm very honored. This is the first time that LASO has nominated a queen.

Garcia, whose parents were born in Puerto Rico, said that she felt good that she was the first Hispanic queen elected. Pimentel said that he was undecided about entering the contest until his fraternity, Sigma Phi Rho, and his girlfriend convinced him to.

Pimentel, who was born in the Dominican Republic, said he was surprised that he had won the crown. "I entered late, so I didn't have time to put up much publicity. I only hung about ten posters," he said.

First LASO-sponsored king and queen

Lynde and Waters fill newly created provost and deputy posts

By Carl Chase
News Editor

The appointments of Richard A. Lynde as provost and vice president for academic affairs and Gregory L. Waters as deputy provost and associate vice president for academic affairs took effect Oct. 1, signaling a broadened scope of responsibility for the college's pair of senior academic officers.

Lynde, with 18 years of experience at MSC as a chemistry professor, dean of the School of Mathematical and Natural Sciences and vice president for academic affairs, most recently served the college as acting president. A resident of Basking Ridge, N.J., he holds a Ph.D. degree in inorganic chemistry from Iowa State University and a bachelor's degree in chemistry from Hamilton College.

Lynde, formerly the vice president for academic affairs, will serve in his expanded role as the senior executive reporting to the president. In this job, he will coordinate efforts among the other senior executives responsible for campus-wide planning, collective bargaining, enrollment management and personnel functions.

He will also serve as acting president in President Irving Read's absence.

Waters will assist the new provost in all of these areas while continuing to carry out his duties as associate vice president for academic affairs.

A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Georgetown University, Waters earned his master's and Ph.D. degrees in English from Rutgers University. Before coming to MSC in 1984, he served as assistant professor of English and director of the English language lab.

Freshman killed in weekend auto accident

By Lyn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief

An MSC freshman was killed last Saturday night in a car crash in New Milford.

Matthew Cameleno, 18, was pronounced dead at the scene of the accident. No other MSC students were involved, however; three other passengers in the car were critically injured, according to a report in The Bergen Record.

Cameleno, a psychology major and a resident of Bergenfield, was a passenger in a 1989 Chevrolet Camaro that spun out of control for unknown reasons on the Boulevard in New Milford. The crash occurred at 9:55 p.m.

Police found no evidence of drugs or alcohol at the scene, but the crash is still under investigation, according to The Record.
Homecoming ’89
A Legacy Begins!

Special Thanks To:


Special Thanks To:

All the Parade judges, Christine McGrath, Jeff Graynor, Tracy Barrelli, Charles a.k.a. “Chaz”, Vic Korobka, Kerri Wilkinson and her other half Mike “Fuzzy” Fiore, Jenniffer Rock, Tony LaBarbieri, Kerry Riordian, Don Dakes, Kelly Gibson, Jo-El Waugh, Debbie Nuzzolo, Paula Addice, Mitch Payne, Pete Gicar, W-MSC FM, Scott Schneider, Phil Calitre and Campus Police, Capt. Valente & the Montclair Police Dept., Flo Yunda, Evelyn Waters, Marsha Young, Myron Smith, Tracey Stivalla, Tony Laurito, Mimi Halkowich, Lisa Gardner, Dave Cohen, Rich Steffens, Kelly Toth, Gene Chairamonte, the Float Committee, and all the clubbers who rocked so hard to make it work!

AND:

All the participants that made the Lip Sync a super show and the parade a terrific event and anyone I may have overlooked!

I thank you all for making Homecoming ’89 truly the beginning of a terrific legacy.

Kim Ferrara, Coordinator, Homecoming ’89
hands on
A series of one- and two-day computer workshops will start soon continuing through December at Data Quest Systems’ Computer Training Center in Fairfield, NJ, in conjunction with MSC’s Center for Continuing Education. Other courses have already begun.

The “hands-on” workshops include:
- “PC Fundamentals.” It introduces instruction on such state-of-the-art software programs as “WordPerfect 5.0” and “dBase III—IV.”
- “Using Lotus 1-2-3”
- “Freelance Plus”
- “Microsoft Word”
- “The Power of Paradox”
- “Harvard Graphics”

Participants will learn how the latest generation of computer software can make word processing, information storage, retrieval, and spreadsheet calculations fast and efficient.

Cost is $150 for one workshop or $285 for two. Two or more participants from the same agency or institution enjoy a discount.

Participants also will receive certificates for 0.6 Continuing Education Units per workshop. The CEU is a nationally recognized measure of successful completion of a non-credit course.

Campus Police Report

Student arrested at Clove Rd.

By Maureen P. McGuire
Assistant Assignment Editor

One MSC student was arrested on Oct. 8 at the Clove Road apartments after campus police attempted to control a crowd of hundreds who were standing around drinking.

Sgt. Debra Newcombe of campus police said the male appeared very intoxicated and was arrested for acting in a threatening and violent manner after officers confronted several people who were drinking in public at 12:45 a.m.

Everyone cooperated with police except for this student, Newcombe said, when they attempted to remove people from the area who didn’t belong there. Police asked them to move on to avoid any incidents from happening and to keep control of the area. Newcombe said police usually patrol the Clove Road area during football games to maintain order and watch for underage drinkers. She said they also patrol tailgate areas.

In an unrelated incident, police responded to a call of a female yelling for help at the Clove Road apartments at 3:30 a.m. on Oct. 7. When they arrived they found an allegedly intoxicated male dressed only in shorts who was acting violently.

Police investigated and found that the male had been beating up his girlfriend, a resident, when her roommate and her roommate’s boyfriend walked into the apartment and intervened. The male was arrested and charged with three counts of assault, one count of disorderly conduct and one count of criminal mischief. A court date has been set for Oct. 25.

On Oct. 5 a female student reported to police that a car driven by a male tried to run her off the road several times while she was driving from the Clove Road exit on Rt. 3 to the campus. She gave police the license plate number and the driver was identified as a MSC student. However, she did not want to press charges.

A 94 Pontiac was entered and the ignition was punched out in an attempt to steal the car Oct. 7 from 7-11:30 p.m. A male student told the victim that he had seen two males about age 17 hanging around the car. He then followed them to Lot 13 but lost them in the crowd of people attending the football game.

Police received a report that three tables had been stolen from the Blanton Hall dining area between 4 p.m. on Oct. 7 and 6 a.m. on Oct. 9. The tables were found in lot 17.

LIVE MUSIC IN THE RAT

Featuring BUS STOP
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14
9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

ADMISSION: $4 WITH MSC ID
$5 NON-STUDENT

(2 guests per MSC student-MUST BE 18 OR OLDER)
No alcoholic beverages permitted

SPONSORED BY: MATH CLUB, CLASS II OF SGA

PORTUGUESE

Spring Course Book, p. 33

Portuguese II
Portuguese IV

Cooperative Education

Masterpieces of Portuguese Lit.,
taught by Dr. Odete Silva

For more information about placement call 893-4285

Spanish/Italian Department
Communications scholarships

The Advertising Club of North Jersey is now accepting scholarship applications from junior and senior students majoring in communications, journalism or marketing at New Jersey colleges. This year, a total of $3000 will be awarded to one or more college students. The Ad Club, a non-profit organization, has awarded more than $28,000 in scholarship money over the past 10 years.

Eligibility requirements for the scholarship include completion of two years study in advertising, journalism or marketing, related extracurricular activities, an overall B average, and demonstration of financial need. The student must also be a New Jersey resident. The deadline for completed applications is November 1, 1989.

The more information and a scholarship application, students should call or write:
The Advertising Club of North Jersey
P.O. Box 6
Kearny, NJ 07032
(201) 998-5133.

Credit for good work

Have you ever wanted to work one on one with people? Think you would enjoy helping someone improve his or her life? Would you like to work with a youngster who suffers from mental illness or emotional distress?

The Mental Health Association in Passaic County is seeking volunteers to work with adolescents between the ages of 11-17. The “Crossroads” Program will train people who care about the growth and development of our youth.

Requirements: Patience, compassion and a few hours a week. Transportation is a plus. College credit available and other companion programs available. For further information call 778-0077.

Welcome to the new and remodeled

Route 46 East
Little Falls, NJ 07424
256-2510

We offer a 10% discount to all
MSC students and faculty with valid ID
Mon - Fri, 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

*Watch for our lunch, dinner and late night specials
*Two bakers on the premises supply fresh baked goods daily
*Banquet room w/bar available for private parties (50-125 people)

SPECIAL!
We’re introducing Monday Night Football in the private party room w/big screen TV
-six foot subs
-baked ziti
-eggplant

Congratulations
Zeta Beta Tau Sigma Delta Phi

1st Place Homecoming Float
"We Go Together"
**Magazine offers $2,500 scholarships**

*In View*, Whittle Communications’ publication for college women, announced today a contest that will award ten college women $2,500 each for outstanding accomplishments beyond the classroom. The awards will be given in five categories. There will be two winners and one runner-up in each. The categories are:

- Outstanding contribution to community service
- Triumph over personal adversity
- Outstanding contribution to the preservation of the environment
- Outstanding achievement related to academic interest
- Outstanding contribution to inter racial harmony and understanding.

The ten winners will be selected by a panel of distinguished individuals representing accomplishment in the five categories and the editorial staff of *In View*. The winners, who will be announced next May, will each receive $2,500 in cash and be interviewed for the April/May 1990 issue of *In View*. The five runners-up will receive certificates of recognition and acknowledgment in the April/May issue of *In View*.

Contest entry forms and rules are available in the September/October issue of *In View*, which are now available on college campuses nationwide.

Anyone unable to locate an entry form or who needs more information may write or call Ms. Stephanie Green, *In View* Awards Program, Whittle Communication, 505 Market Street, Knoxville, TN 37902. 1-800-251-3002 Ext. 5188. In TN 1-800-255-1330 Ext. 5188. All entries must be postmarked no later than Dec. 1, 1989.

*In View* is published five times during each academic year and distributed on four-year college campuses.

---

**THE BIRD WANTS YOU!**

**ONE OF AMERICA’S FASTEST GROWING CASUAL THEME RESTAURANTS INVITES YOU TO COME INTERVIEW WITH US.**

We are opening our first restaurant in New Jersey located at the Harmon Meadow Plaza in Secaucus adjacent to Days Hotel.

We are looking for:

- Kitchen Help
- Wait Staff
- Bussers
- Door Staff

Interviews are being held in person Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. and Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at Days Hotel, The Hackensack Rm., #217 Harmon Meadow Plaza, Secaucus or call 617-8888 X217. Red Robin is an equal opportunity employer.

---

**AFT updates on contract negotiations**

By Monica Gilna

Correspondent

The MSC Federation of College Teachers’ general union meeting yesterday featured an update on contract negotiations and the fiscal future of MSC faculty, professional staff and librarians.

Dr. Catherine Becker of the Curriculum and Teaching Department, and president of the American Federation of Teachers local 1904, said in a pre-meeting interview that most union members at MSC feel that the proposed four percent increase over three years is too little.

She said that some staff members regret leaving their positions at public elementary and high schools to work for the state, which she said “isn’t offering salaries to accommodate the yearly increase in the cost of living.” She also questioned the institution’s ability to attract qualified faculty without being able to offer them competitive salaries.

Becker suggested a re-evaluation of the present tax structure in N.J. “New Jersey is definitely in a poor fiscal situation. But does this mean ‘nothing for the faculty?’ All we ask for is a middle class salary reflective of our job,” she said.

Dr. Richard Franke, vice-president of the local, said that according to a Princeton University study last month, instructors in higher education got increases averaging zero percent over the period from 1960 to 1984, compared with one percent for equivalent private-sector employees.

He added that the 40,000-member Communication Workers of America, which represents secretaries, clerks and typists in state offices, are in the midst of negotiations to reach an agreement on Oct. 24. “Because they’re such a large union we feel their contract may have an effect on what they offer us,” he said.

Becker said if “something doesn’t give soon,” the union will set a strike deadline, and she expects to have more information next Monday.

---

**New provost’s office**

cont. from p. 1

“Dick, with Greg as his deputy, will assist me in completing a variety of internal projects that only relate to the traditional duties of the chief and associate academic affairs officers in an indirect way,” Reid said in making the announcement.

Reid said the changes will aid progress on time-consuming projects, including “the realization of MSC as a ‘global’ campus with strong programs in international studies and foreign student and faculty exchanges.”

Also in coming months Reid will launch a number of development and fund raising projects, including preparations for a capital campaign, strengthening ties to the college’s alumni association, and revitalizing the MSC Foundation Board for its important role in bolstering contributions to the Annual Fund.

Lifelong learning programs for non-traditional students and greater attention on issues of quality and assessment in the educational program are other major directions expected to require the president’s intimate involvement.

---

**New Jersey give**

Any individuals wishing to do volunteer work for charity can contact New Jersey Gives at 1-800-NJG-5580 for information, and referrals to organizations in your area which could use your services.

The winner of the Banner Day Competition, sponsored by Athletics and Campus Recreation, was the team, “Let’s Go At It Funk” from Freeman Hall. Led by Captain Thomasena Powell, the team displayed a colorful homecoming banner with cartoon characters.

Campus Recreation and the Panzer Student Association will sponsor a volleyball challenge on Friday, Nov. 3. Domino’s Pizza will supply refreshments. Call 893-7494 to enter a team.
Montclair State College

Jewish Student Union

invites YOU to OUR

Succah Decorating

Monday, Oct. 16
10 a.m.

Student Center Mall

Refreshments all welcome!

Come help us decorate and celebrate this festive HOLIDAY!

JSU is a Class IV of the SGA

From the people who brought you the LOOP...

Face THE MUSIC

NEW & USED
COMPACT DISCS • RECORDS
TAPES • IMPORTS
INDIES • COLLECTABLES

WE SPECIALIZE IN 12" DANCE
AND CARRY D.J. SUPPLIES
BRING IN YOUR USED CD'S &
RECORDS FOR CASH OR TRADE

your purchase of $10 or more with this ad.
Offer expires November 11, 1989

OPEN 7 DAYS...OPEN LATE!!

337 Franklin Ave., Nutley, NJ 661-4336

DIRECTIONS: Rt. 3 to Main Ave., Nutley Exit. Make left off exit, go two lights, make right on Chestnut. Go to first light, and make left on Franklin.

Work Part-Time at UPS

AND WE’LL GIVE YOU
UP TO $24,000 IN TUTION REIMBURSEMENT*

UPS is looking for reliable people who can commit for approximately 4 hours a day, Monday-Friday. The schedules are varied, and the pay is great— $8/hour, even if you have no experience. But if you’re thinking about going to college in the fall, the best part is the tuition reimbursement program. We pay up to $2,000 a semester on selected sorts.*

In addition to a great hourly wage and the tuition reimbursement, we offer a benefits package after just six months that includes health and dental insurance, vision care and prescription drug plans. For more information, apply in person at any of the following locations, or visit us on Tuesday, October 17, from 10AM-2PM at the Student Center or call.

Englewood
148 West Forest Ave.
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Tues 9AM-11AM
or call 201-569-4919

Saddle Brook
280 Midland Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM
or call 201-267-2806, Voice Box® 5400
or call 201-330-2315
® Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Parsippany
798 Jefferson Road
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues & Thurs 9AM-5PM
or call 201-428-2200

Secaucus
493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9AM-11AM,
4PM-8PM
Friday 9AM-11AM, 6PM-8PM

or call 201-661-4336

© Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Film Developing

2ND SET OF PRINTS FREE

OCT. 16th - OCT. 20th

* APPLIES TO COLOR PRINT FILM 110, 126, DISC AND 35MM). NO OTHER COUPONS MAY BE COMBINED WITH THIS OFFER.

The College Store
Lower Level Student Center Bldg.
What? Take a look at Ramapo or Kean?

Consortium offers new course opportunities

By John Frieberg Correspondent

Can't find a course you need at MSC?

Don't worry. You can take it somewhere else, and get credit for it as well.

The newly-established Consortium of Northern New Jersey State Colleges will surely prove to be a convenient and scholastic change for the better for students not only at MSC, but at Jersey City State, Ramapo, William Paterson, and Kean as well.

Students now have the option of taking credit courses at colleges which may be more easily accessible to them. More importantly, students will be able to enroll in courses which may be full at their own school, or at a college which may have a stronger curriculum in a certain area.

If you're asking, "How will I be able to benefit from this new program," take a look at the brief profile below of each of the schools involved in the consortium (with the exception of our fine institution, which, if you don't know already, is known for its fine arts and its foreign language department).

The official position of the schools themselves for the most part is that all classes they offer are good. The opinions expressed here, however, were taken from some students as well as faculty members.

Jersey City State College: Located in Jersey City, its criminal justice program is particularly strong, but one would be wise to look into special education courses here as well as the undergraduate art program.

Ramapo College: Located in Mahwah, its reputation lies in the area of business. At the risk of incurring confidential contacts, here are some specific classes that have good reputations on campus: any accounting class with Ray Rogali, marketing classes with Schwartz, and Perspective in Business or Business Ethics with Bond.

William Paterson College: Any fine arts course offered at this Wayne college should agree with anyone interested in music (especially jazz) and theater. It's English department has a strong reputation with students as well.

Kean College: Located in Union, this college seems to specialize in the areas of occupational and physical therapy. Other courses in interior design and in the English department have a good reputation also.

For more information:
Contact the campus directories listed below to get in touch with registration, admissions, or the department of your choice.

Jersey City State College 547-6600
Ramapo College 529-7500
Kean College 527-2000
William Paterson College 595-2000

Of M*A*S*H* and me: Larry Linville speaks

By Maryann Giese Correspondent

-Suicide is painless, it brings on many changes.

For 11 seasons, M*A*S*H* chronicled the adventures in an army hospital, the 4077th, during the Korean War, last Thursday night, in a lecture sponsored by CLUB, Larry Linville brought his character, Major Frank Burns, to the MSC campus.

He showed an unclipped episode of the series, and shared some anecdotes such as "Hot Lips was good, but not that good!" and how he got his famous nickname "Ferret Face."

Linville appears strikingly different than the character he played in the series, as seen through his own words.

His background: "I've been a pilot since I was twelve years old. I was going to fly space shuttles and jets and all sorts of wonderful things, but then I turned out to be color blind and couldn't. The weird thing is I'm actually where I belong, although I thought I was going to be somewhere else. I'm doing exactly what I should be doing and I'm enjoying the hell out of myself.

His work: "We mess around with illusions in this business. We create them and have to believe them to a certain extent to make them viable to others. So it's dress up and mess about and tell some lies and amuse people. When it's effective, then you've done something artistic. But you tend to get carried away with them at times, and that's a dangerous thing to do."

Himself: "I'm always working on myself. I'm my own project. When I'm not, then I get bored and frustrated and upset. If I'm learning or doing something interesting out of simple curiosity, and it doesn't have to have any other reason than that, then I'm okay."

His interests: "Fun to me is anything. It's reading a book. It's going out walking by myself, not sitting about like a vegetalbe. Over the years I've traveled a lot and I have the

Fraternity’s care package sends aid to Hugo’s victims

By Jo Leonard Correspondent

Winds raged at 140 mph and torrents of rain fell on terrified men, women, and children. Once the horror had passed, 30,000 people had lost their homes and an estimated 50 people had lost their lives.

Those left to pick up the pieces may have been afraid, but they were not alone.

On Monday, Sept. 18, Hurricane Hugo added Puerto Rico to its fast-growing list of victims. Not since Hurricane Frederic in 1979 had a storm caused so much chaos and damage, spreading destruction through the Caribbean and along the coast from Florida to Canada.

In Puerto Rico alone, 80% of the homes in a 33-mile stretch lost their roofs, almost 100% of San Juan's buildings were damaged, and 75% of the Caribbean National Forest was destroyed. Damage is estimated around $300 million.

Phi Beta Sigma, one of MSC's Community Service Fraternities, sprang into action in Hugo's wake and immediately set to work organizing food aid for the Puerto Rican victims.

With crates at the ready, members visited dorm rooms in Bohn, Blanton, and Freeman, searching for tuna, soup, ravioli, meat sauce, milk, juice — anything canned and edible.

"We filled six crates with cans within a couple of hours," said Eric Jaffe, president of Phi Beta Sigma. "Everyone, without exception, gave food away. I think when people see that they can help in such a direct way, they offer far more than if they're just asked to donate money."

The effort was made in conjunction with the United Parcel Service, who volunteered to transport the goods to Puerto Rico completely free of charge.

"All in all it was a great success," Jaffe said. "This fraternity is constantly involved in community service projects, but in this case, help was needed yesterday. We moved as quickly as we could to help the Puerto Rican community."

Other campus organizations demonstrated this concern as well. The Latin American Student Organization put together a relief drive of cash donations, and Charles J. Cedeno of the purchasing department organized the MSC Fund Raising Committee for Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, a campus-wide group that has established a hotline and a bank account in the name of the students, fa-
THE MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES

Department of Speech and Theatre
Montclair State College

presents

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM

by Burt Shevelove & Larry Gelbart

Music & Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim

"A madcap musical romp through Ancient Rome you'll never read about in the history books"

October 19-21 & 26 - 28 at 8 pm
October 20 & 27 at 2:15 pm

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

For ticket information & reservations call 893-5112

features

Linville and M*A*S*H*

cont. from p. 7

damnedest collage of notes about people and their stories. I could write a set of detective novels about N.Y. that would make people's hair stand on end."

M*A*S*H*: "The writer loved the character because he could get away with anything. Anytime they got bored writing the other parts, they'd bring Frank in and do whatever they pleased. 'Ferret Face' came out of something I did on the show. We had a scene where they snuck out and I popped up. I looked around and went out the door after them. They watched the film the next day and said I looked like a goddamn weasel. They all laughed like crazy and 'Ferret Face' was born...

"It was a very high-pressure family, like any family — hugs and kisses and fights all at the same time. The one person out of all whom I admired the most, and had the greatest rapport with, was Harry Morgan. I've never met a person in my life who was so responsible, fair-minded, humorous, impervious to disaster, and so capable of what he did simultaneously. The man is extraordinary."

Leaving M*A*S*H*: "In five years I put away 125 episodes, the equivalent of 27 motion pictures back to back. It was excessive. I had to leave. I have my fate; the show has its own. "I don't get sentimental about it because it was damn hard work and extraordinary hours. I went to the party at the final show, and Charles Winchester Reilly III, who succeeded Frank Burns, said, 'You didn't leave me a hell of a lot when you left' and I said, 'I didn't intend to!'"

His life: "It's been a circus, with lions and tigers and elephants and bears and all kinds of things. Now I want to do something I've never done before."

"A lot of people are nostalgic and living in the past. To me the past is over. All I know is that what you think you should be might change. Don't be afraid of something unusual. Go and investigate what interests you — you can still come back."

Victims of Hugo get aid

cont. from p. 7

culty, staff, and administration at the college.

Jaffe thanked everyone who donated even the smallest can to Phi Beta Sigma's relief effort, and said that each donation was sent directly to those most in need.

He cited teamwork as the main reason for their success, a sentiment which may be echoed by the other relief organizers as well. "Teamwork made this project as successful as we'd hoped it would be, and that's what it's all about," he said.

FREE

Schick

Slim Twin Razor System

• SLIM RAZOR HEAD... for close, comfortable shaves even in hard to reach places!
• UNIQUE OPTION... shaves in pivot or fixed positions!
• NEW!! SLEEK HANDLE DESIGN... for greater control, handling and maneuverability!

PICK UP YOUR FREE COLLEGE RAZOR AT:

Schick

New Slim Twin Razor System

STORE COUPON
to receive your free school razor. Fill in this coupon and bring it to your college store.

Hurry! Quantities are limited.
ONE RAZOR PER STUDENT ONLY.

Name
Address
City State Zip Code
Phone #______

This coupon is your entry to the Schick Athletic Bag Sweepstakes.

October 18-10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
October 19-9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
October 20-9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

The College Store
Lower level Student Center

Domino's Pizza, the world's largest pizza delivery company, is now hiring delivery drivers. If you are 18 years old, have a valid driver's license, automobile insurance, a good driving record, and access to a car, you can:

• Make an average of $7-$10 an hour
• Enjoy the freedom of being on your own
• Work flexible hours
• Be part of the movement of the world's fastest-growing pizza delivery company.

To apply, stop in at 516 VALLEY ROAD (next to the A&P) or call 744-0006.
Homecoming Parade

-Zeta Beta Tau and Sigma Delta Phi rocking back to the 60's

-Sigma Delta Tau with Club MSC

-Pres. Jon Rothman of Zeta Beta Tau and V.P. of Sigma Delta Phi Cindy Zorin receive the award for their winning float.

C.L.U.B. Presents:

**stephen king's** Sometimes dead is better. **PET SEMATARY**

Tuesday, Oct. 17th

Student Center Ballrooms

7 p.m. & 9 p.m. Admission: FREE!

C.L.U.B. is a Class 1 of the SGA
Homecoming fun ends on sour note

Homecoming was again a great success this year. The parade was wonderful, as usual, and our home team scored a tremendous victory over Kean. Morale was high and school spirit shone like never before.

The thrill of spending a beautiful Saturday at the parade along with the victorious evening at the stadium gave some people a cause to celebrate. However, the festive feelings quickly turned to indignation and anger when the campus police showed up at victory gatherings; especially those at Clove Road.

It is a rule at MSC that all parties at Clove must be registered in advance and that having more than ten people in one's apartment is a "party" despite their purpose for being there.

This rule is clear and one really cannot complain that campus police have no right to be there. However, most agree that the police has no right to be at Clove on Saturday night because it was their job to be there.

Despite the circumstances at Clove Road Saturday night, there was no reason for campus police to conduct a blitzkrieg. There are ways to deal with residential infractions, but forcing entry into apartments which are only playing stereos and carding people must be treated as such. It is understandable that tensions among the officers were high because of the volume of partiers that were running out of control. They have been doing other things before coming to MSC, and have varying reasons for returning to school. I fit into that category myself and I have talked with many others who have shared their stories with me.

Some students, like Norm, have already served in the armed forces. After that he drove a tractor trailer for a couple of years and is now working in a youth group home, while majoring in English. He wants to be a high school teacher and work with kids.

There's Nick who was a construction worker for quite a few years. He decided he wanted a degree in philosophy and got one this past May. He worked in construction during the summer, and every other chance he got, to pay for his full-time studies.

Some women who have been home with their children return to school to prepare themselves for another career when their children are grown. Gladys, in the philosophy/religion department, has seven grown children and is getting her degree to teach religion on the high school level.

For those women who have just begun to raise their children, the school provides day care service. Imagine getting to class after finding a parking space AND bringing a couple of pre-schoolers to the day care center!

Most returning students are career-oriented, but not all. Quite a few are taking courses to enrich their lives. If you talk with them, though you will discover what they all have in common is how highly they value their education.

Jim, who owns a hardware store, signs up for an art course every semester, and there is the woman in her senior years who attends a Saturday morning literature class. She has been taking classes since 1969.

The Second Careers Program, run by Dr. Alicia Savage, offers assistance and guidance to older students, offering workshops to help with the transition. Returning students I have spoken with feel the need for this service, but can't always spare the time.

That is the complaint I heard most from non-traditional students: the lack of time.

One suggestion I was given, and I think it's a good one, is that the school should offer more classes twice-weekly, which would both save time and lighten up the parking problem. Also, many told me they would like to find a way to meet other students and interact with them outside class, but have jobs and family responsibilities that make this difficult.

However, most agree that the students are friendly and accepting of them. They tell how other students often come to them for missed assignments or notes, knowing how serious they are about their work.

Speaking for myself, I have had some wonderful experiences with students. They've told me they like having another perspective in the classroom. Sometimes there are handshakes, other times hugs and a kiss on the cheek at the end of a semester when we realize we may not see each other any more.

Once we had to introduce ourselves in a class, telling them what we had been doing before coming to MSC. I said I was home raising my family. The class applauded. What a special moment that was!
Coleman McCarthy...

Philippine resentment of U.S. military presence

It was much more than a routine leftist dust-up behind the flag-burning, anti-Pentagon demonstrations that greeted Vice President Dan Quayle in Manila on Sept. 27. Deeper, broader and rational resentment was present. A majority of the Philippine Senate, a coalition of church leaders and a wide sampling of citizen groups have formed into a large foot poll to kick the U.S. military out of this former Pacific colony.

The 1947 agreement that sanctons Clark Air Base, Subic Naval Base and several smaller garrisons ended in 1991. Quayle, sounding like a professor tutoring a class of dullards, delivered a patronizing message in Manila: “I hope that the people of the Philippines understand and appreciate...the sense of stability that the U.S. military brings to a political sense, stability in an economic sense.”

A stronger con than that is needed. After decades of intensive U.S. military aid, and little in developmental aid, the Philippines ranks as one of the world’s least stable nations. That, plus the Marcos corruption and the weakness of the Aquino government, has led to high foreign and domestic debts, increasing humanrights crimes, and disease, poverty, and unemployment so rampant that a member of the Philippines Senate says, “In Asia we are only better off than Bangladesh.”

The U.S. bases, with a total land size three times that of the District of Columbia, are not, for sure, a solution for the Philippines misery. But the American military has come to represent a severe negative presence that is now a focus for those advancing either Philippine national pride or more independence from the United States, still resenting for its years of backing—and toasting—Ferdinand Marcos.

Dan Quayle is one of a flow of U.S. politicians recently in Manila to calm the locals. A dozen members of Congress showed up in one month of the summer season. None agreed with the sentiment of the Philippine Senate, that the bases should close.

Rep. Pat Schroeder, the Colorado Democrat who often has the spunk to question American militarism, this time didn’t. “If we look back 300 to 400 years,” Karl Gaspar, a theologian has written, “the struggle of the Filipinos begins generations ago—against the Spaniards, against the Americans, against the Japanese, against the Filipinos, and now, the politicians, and Marcos—it’s been a long history of struggle. And the struggle continues.”

WMSC claims to be pioneers in radio broadcasting

To the Editor:

On October 5, 1989, an editorial was written complaining about the (mis)use of the format. The “reviewers” also seemed to think that a block format that accommodated different forms of music at different times would improve WMSC—FM listenership. Well, before 1985—where we had just that, and where was the audience—elsewhere. As a DJ, how would you like to be hosting a New Age show and in the middle of a George Winston piano solo someone calls in and requests Motorhead?

The listeners were confused because there was no direction and no stability in the programming. Since we implemented the “New Music” format, we have received a greater than 1/2% share rating in the Arbitron ratings, not bad for a ten watt radio station that is only heard in Essex, Passaic, and Bergen counties. Obviously, people are listening—off campus.

WMSC—FM does feature other forms of music on the weekends. On Saturdays we have the New Age show, and on Sundays it features folk, jazz, classical, and my New Age show, which is one of the only ones on the FM dial.

Do we want to be a conformist or a pioneer? Personally, I’d rather be a pioneer! The Montclarion seems to believe that it knows something about radio, but one cannot ignore the facts. The goal of a radio station is to be different from all of the other radio stations on the FM band. WMSC—FM has done this, and in the meantime, has over and over again maintained a constant rate of listenership. The October 5th article and the previous articles show your lack of concern for your fellow organizations on campus. Stop complaining and start listening! You may just hear something that will make you say, “Wow!”

John Eichmann
Senior/Bus. Admin. & History

U R Kxy

To the Editor:

Though my typewriter is an old modell, it works quixkly, exct for onx or two kxys. I havn’txd mxted many times that it worked pxctly. It is trux that thxxs arx forty-four kxys that function wxll enough, but, obviously, just onx kxy not working makx a diffxrnce.

Thnx arx mxmbaxr of the stxudnt populxation of MSC arx to bxwaxa voice my typxwtrx. Thxy say to thxmxlivs, “Wxxl, I am onlx stxudnt. My invxolvxmxnt in MSC organxzxations and my attxndaxc at MSC activitixs not wxll makx a diffxrnce.”

The nxt time yux think yuxxtrt arx not nxcdx in stxudnt organxzxations, that yux pxrsxnxn is not nxccxary at a MSC activitix, pxxtx think of my typxwtrx and say to yxxrsclf, “I am a kxy pxrsxn on thx MSC cxmxsp and my invxolvxmxnt is nxcdxd very mxch.”

Do you have something that you want to say?

Sax It in

The Montclarion

The Letters Policy

The Montclarion offers the unique opportunity for all MSC students to have a voice on campus. We encourage all students to express their viewpoints in the Letters page.

All letters must be:

• typewritten and double spaced
• addressed to the editor
• submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
• include student ID number, year, major, and telephone number for confirmation

Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request.

The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all letters for length, style and brevity.

The Montclarion
Sports ed. retaliates

To the Editor:

This is Mike Walmsley, your humble Montclarion sports editor speaking. I understand some were not happy with my review of B.A.D's performance at MSC last month. I am truly sorry. I haven’t slept in a week.

Imagine me, a sports editor (a form of life lower than pond scum) expressing my opinion about a musical event. What came over me? I mean, what do I know!!

Sure, I said the crowd seemed to be loving it - I’ve seen crowds loving it at Debbie Gibson concerts and Ku Klux Klan meetings - but I wasn’t the only one who wanted to hear them.

And how about the review in Friday’s New York Post about B.A.D’s performance at the club Roseland last week? Referring to selections from the new album “Megatop Phoenix”, Ira Robbins called them “…less than exciting. A pounding haze of rhythm drowned out most of the subtlety and structure, leaving just the resounding beat…chunks of the 90-minute set proved tedious.”

Gee, sounds like me, doesn’t it? You don’t think he read my review last week, do you?

Michael Walmsley
Junior | Philosophy

Student support needed by CIC

To the Editor:

This letter is in reference to the article written about Class One Concerts. “Class One Concerts Loses Thousands,” that was in the Montclarion on 9/28/89.

CIC is a non-profit organization of the SGA and like other Class Ones we tend to lose money on major performances.

The main goal of our organization is to provide musical entertainment to the campus at a cheaper cost than students would pay at a regular concert.

We also provide students with an opportunity to learn about all aspects of the music industry with hands-on experience that will provide useful for the future.

The thing that bothered me the most about the article was that the figures given to the public were incorrect, and no accreditation was given to the Executive Board, Branch or general members of CIC for their hard work.

As the treasurer of CIC, I can assure you that less than $15,000 was lost. I can also assure you that over 650 tickets were sold.

The members of CIC worked for weeks and did the best they could to provide MSC with an affordable, enjoyable and successful concert.

I feel that we did a great job. I would like to thank the SGA Executive Board for all their help through out the long process of paperwork.

I feel that the Montclarion staff should support other Class One activities rather than over estimate failures. I hope in the future we can have more success than with our Big Audio Dynamite Concert.

I would also like to clarify our process for selecting the bands we will have here on campus.

We get availabilities for our open dates and present them to our general membership. We then vote on which band we think would be most successful here at MSC.

Anyone is allowed to become a member of our organization, including members of other Class Ones. I suggest that anyone who feels we are not being successful in our selection of music for this campus attend one of our meetings on a Thursday at 4 pm in the Student Center Cafeteria B.

We are in the process of searching for a possible band for December. I hope that the Montclarion will be supportive of our selection and write about us on the front page of your paper when we have our next sell out show.

Angel Di Gregorio
CIC

Mary Jane Says...

Mary Jane Linnehan
SGA President

Greek’s many goals

To some, the letters of Alpha, Beta, or Chi, may be the sus­ pension of the Greek Alphabet. To many, however, these Greek letters represent one of their most valuable and memorable experiences of college.

Fraternities and sororities offer the opportunity to become part of a smaller group, and meet people who can be very constructive - Greek organizations are also mandated to facilitate leadership skills and extracurricular experiences.

At last, we seem to be experiencing a renewal of Greek life. New sororities and fraternities of local and national status are being formed, and those organizations who have been part of MSC are experiencing great recruitment.

Over the summer, general OWLS (freshman orientation workshop leader) were part of Greek organizations. During this past extremely successful Homecoming Week, fraternities and sororities accounted for almost half of the participation in CLUB’s Lip Sync and in the Homecoming Parade.

Their involvement in campus activities is becoming an integral part of campus life.

The “Animal House” image of fraternities and sororities portrayed through movies and the media, does not do justice to the Greek system. Aside from social events, Greek organizations are also mandated to perform community service. Many engage in fundraising, which supports various community agencies. The enthusiasm in these organizations proves these events successful.

The philosophy of the Greek system, which supports brother­sisterhood and organizational unity is one that could be modeled by other organizations as well. In recent years, MSC’s Greek Council has undergone structurement and is currently revised in attempt to maintain the rich heritage of the system.

Greek life is involved in a Greek organization, it is important to keep the goal of Greek life in perspective. The unity experienced within each individual organization, should really be extended throughout the entire Greek system.

If efforts could all be channelled in working mutually, the Greek role on campus could escalate at an even strength. Whether a traditional group, or newly founded, a national or a locally chartered group, re­member your common roots, and keep the lines of dialogue going.

Mary Jane Linnehan
SGA President

WMSC: Teaching not entertaining

To the Editor:

I have a few issues to bring up with your paper’s style of “attacking” other student groups.

I am under the impression that you feel yourselves to be the self-appointed guardians of the interest of the students, but in reality you are simply projecting your own personal tastes onto the rest of the student body.

You accomplish this when you criticize the hard efforts of Class One Concerts (Montclarion, 9/28/89 and WMSC (Montclarion, 10/5/89).

I found the style of these editorials to be extremely negative and counterproductive to cooperation between the student groups.

However, the one feature I am most qualified to write about is the editorial that “attacked” WMSC. This is my sixth year at the radio station, and I am presently serving my fourth elected term as General Manager.

I would like to set the facts straight:

#1. You accuse WMSC of not taking the interests of the students into account. You do so on the basis of their musical tastes (which you only speculate about anyway). However, the fact of the matter is that our main obligation to the students is to teach them, not entertain them.

Students here are given thorough training in all aspects of radio. Of course, our main purpose in doing this is to prepare them to receive their FCC license and reach the public over the FM airwaves. The license, these skills, and a detailed training manual are all things that the student takes into life after college. Students leave here with more than they came with. This is our duty.

#2. I have already established that our purpose is much greater than providing the students with a jukebox, but let’s talk about music and radio formats anyway. In case you are not aware, the “alternative/new music” format is the best thing that ever happened to this station.

Almost two years ago, the station had a rag-tag patchwork format similar to the one you suggested. In radio, continuity and cohesiveness are the keys to successful programming.

Think of the stations you listen to. They have identities of their own. Identities help us target an audience and build a following. WMSC was tired of being the laughing stock of the airwaves. They decided to make a mark, however small, on the music scene.

The main reason for its success is that we are the only “new music” outlet in Northern New Jersey, therefore fans of this music must choose either to listen to us, or our closest competitor on Long Island.

#3. I am shocked at the deeper meaning of your editorial. You seem to be saying that if MSC students tend to be close­}

minded or simply unexposed to “alternative/new music,” then WMSC should help keep them that way.

First of all, I would like to point out that we are a public broadcast station, and have to serve the public, of which the student body is merely a transient part.

A radio station cannot tailor­make its programming to suit the desires of a particular group simply because they live on school grounds.

Aside from this, however, I happen to think that most students would enjoy “alternative/new music” if they were only exposed to it.

You proclaim that the cam­pus is dominated by “alternative/new music.” Are you suggest­ing that the station also become mainstream and commercial?

If some students want to keep themselves sheltered by the safe familiarity of predictable pop music or swamped in the stagn­nant quicksand of “classic” rock music of ages passed, that is their prerogative.

The media is a powerful tool. To use it wisely is to betray the public’s trust. As a media person myself, I only hope that the Montclarion will be more careful about how they prepare stories in the future, and to gain respect for the awesome power that they possess.

Jim Williams
Senior | Psychology

Sports ed. retaliates

To the Editor:

This is Mike Walmesly, your humble Montclarion sports editor speaking. I understand some were not happy with my review of B.A.D’s performance at MSC last month. I am truly sorry. I haven’t slept in a week.

Imagine me, a sports editor (a form of life lower than pond scum) expressing my opinion about a musical event. What came over me?? I mean, what do I know!!

Sure, I said the crowd seemed to be loving it - I’ve seen crowds loving it at Debbie Gibson concerts and Ku Klux Klan meetings - but I wasn’t the only one who wanted to hear them.

And how about the review in Friday’s New York Post about B.A.D’s performance at the club Roseland last week? Referring to selections from the new album “Megatop Phoenix”, Ira Robbins called them “...less than exciting. A pounding haze of rhythm drowned out most of the subtlety and structure, leaving just the resounding beat...chunks of the 90-minute set proved tedious.”

Gee, sounds like me, doesn’t it? You don’t think he read my review last week, do you?

Michael Walmesly
Junior | Philosophy

The media is a powerful tool. To use it wisely is to betray the public’s trust. As a media person myself, I only hope that the Montclarion will be more careful about how they prepare stories in the future, and to gain respect for the awesome power that they possess.
Mother Goose and Grimm

By Mike Peters

What is this wrapped up here in the fridge?

A bird in the freezer is worth ten in the bush.

Calvin and Hobbes

By Bill Watterson

I've got an idea, dad.

I'm not going to make you Calvin. You should apply yourself for your own good.

If Calvin's the reptile, is it a problem?

I've heard that its colder outside, Calvin. Body temperature falls and he becomes sluggish. We'll see into torpor if he can't find a warm place to lie.

Look! Looks like another boring day, Hobbes.

What would mean day to life is all you get.

Hobby, Wake up. Do you hear the television on?

Outland

By Berkeley Breathed

I'd love to see some apple trees or bushes with berries amongst them, but here about there only sprouts in the future. The size of the kangaroo ones.

I know what's beautiful about no cockroaches. In the future there is a few the size of kanga roaches!

...but I don't care. I know it's there the beauty of you n' me.

There can't much that's beautiful about no cockroaches. In the future there is a few the size of kangaroo ones!

Yes. Rounding my hitch there isn't much that's beautiful to see.

The beauty of being with you most!

When some outside?
Couch Potato Update

By George Olschewski

Before I kick in this week’s Update, I just want to give a Couch Potato “thank you” to all the readers who’ve complimented me on the column, from College Hall to Clove Road! Thank you, all! I appreciate all your input! And now, on with the Update!

VIDEO BULLETIN

Don your capes & cowls! Hop in your Batmobile, and reserve Batman now! This summer’s hottest screen sensation is on its way to video stores for a November 15th release date. It starts, for all those who didn’t hear the hype, Michael Keaton as DC Comics’ Dark Knight, and Jack Nicholson portraying yet another outstanding looney toon, The Joker. Now there’s going to be a title race for the King of Video Sales between E.T., Who Framed Roger Rabbit, and Batman. And with the Caped Crusader’s flick costing a mere trifle of $24.95, look for this tape to be a hot Christmas gift... Rated PG.

But, another Batman is here, right now! The one they used to call Crazzy Joe, but now they call Batman, is in video stores, or will be very soon. The former Eastside High School principal Joe Clark beats some sense into delinquent students in the over-dramatized and over-fictionalized movie Lean On Me. Although some of Mr. Clark’s goals were never reached in real life, it’s still a decent movie... Rated PG-13.

TV NEWS

Looks like the Big Three (Phil, Oprah, and Geraldo) are in trouble now—here comes The Jesse Jackson Show! Yes, the former Presidential candidate’s show will be an hour-long weekly spot debuting some time in 1990, dealing with issues facing our fellow Americans.

Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop will host a series of specials on NBC sometime in May. They’ll concentrate on health issues affecting we Couch Potatoes.

Here’s a hot one! The controversial New York public access cable TV show, “Midnight Blue,” is heading for a satellite near you. The show, which mixes sex with variety, will be beamed to satellites for free access by dish antenna owners. It doesn’t surprise me that it’s hosted and produced by Al Goldstein, the publisher of Screw Magazine. I’d love to see the static it causes when it hits the Bible Belt! Not to mention the sales figures of the show, which mixes sex with variety, will be beamed to satellites for free access by dish antenna owners. It doesn’t surprise me that it’s hosted and produced by Al Goldstein, the publisher of Screw Magazine. I’d love to see the static it causes when it hits the Bible Belt! Not to mention the sales figures of

LAST WEEK’S TOP TEN

1- The Cosby Show-NBC
2- Roseanne-ABC
3- Cheers-NBC
4- The Golden Girls-NBC
5- Sister Kate-NBC
6- Murder, She Wrote-CBS
7- Dwayne Haskett, M.D.-ABC
8- Saturday Night Live 15th-NBC
9- Malloch-NBC
10- Who’s The Boss?-ABC

Enclosed... please find chick

Ida Sherman

Stay Awake

By Jon Max Green

Enclosed... please find chick

Ida Sherman

WANTED: Assistants for the Ceramics Studio...contact Karen, Pam, or Greg through the Fine Arts office located in the Calcia Fine Arts Building...increase both your abilities and your wallet.
a hazy shade of Winter

By Luisa Carrizo
Staff Writer

As sure as the hands of our restless keeper, the melancholy lines and reflective mood of Winter Hours fulfilled an idea whose time has come. After two EP's, two 12" singles and an album on a New York label, this self-titled release is their Chrysalis label debut.

Although they have scoured the face of the U.S. in countless touring escapades, this quintet calls New Jersey its home with roots in Lyndhurst, Haledon and Hoboken. The band consists of lead vocalist and songwriter Joseph Marques, vocalist and guitarist Bob Perry, guitarist Michael Carlucci, bassist Bob Messing and drummer Dave Schect.

The sound of Winter Hours leads the listener through an array of images primarily those of the country. There is an undeniable country feel and folk narrative that is highly emphasized. Their music resembles a cross between Bob Dylan and Joe Walsh. However, their diversity makes it impossible to stick on a stereotype, if you would use the term. Winter Hours also presents socially conscious ideas ranging from the environment to passage of immigrants but never overlooking the highly personal palpability of songwriters Marques, Carlucci and Perry. The first cut on the album is entitled "Roadside Flowers." This song again has a substantial western feel without relinquishing its folk and rock base. This first glimpse into the lead singer's voice is filled with rustic tones further contributing to the pastoral image.

Other tunes to listen for include "Longest Century" and "Broken Little Man." "Longest Century" contains an inspiring arrangement that unveils a reverie of a country field and visions of America. Lyrics such as "Does the silence make you nervous" are melodically expressed by Marques. "Broken Little Man" keeps this mellow vain with the nice use of slide guitar. For more upbeat, straight ahead rock and roll, "Just Like Love" and "Stay With Me" are cuts to listen to while "Familiar Place" concentrates on a sweet-sounding harmony. On the whole, Winter Hours is a soothing yet solid LP.

Winter Hours is currently touring the state of Texas and due back by the holidays. Stay tuned for information concerning tour dates in NJ.

Beyond Brave and Crazy

By Amy Monaco
Correspondent

Brave and Crazy, Melissa Etheridge's follow up album to her first self titled album which sold over one million copies, is just what the title says.

This Kansas born acoustic rocker's style is just as intense on this album, though a bit more polished, and she seems less heartbroken than she did on her first album.

The album starts off with "No Souvenirs" the first single that has been released off the Brave and Crazy. According to Ms. Etheridge in recent Spin Magazine interview "No Souvenirs" is about a purely external relationship. This is unlike most of the songs on her first album including "Bringing Me Some Water," which she performed on the Grammys the year of her nomination.

She went on to explain about the song: "The person was there and then they were gone and nothing was changed, nothing reminded me of them. Nothing. You didn't leave your shoes. You didn't leave this or that. It was very quick."

"Skin Deep," a song later in the album seems to follow in the footsteps of this idea of external relationships. The title in itself is pretty explanatory.

The title cut "Brave and Crazy" has a line in it that mentions sleeping on a couch in an alley with a friend and a bottle of gin. This line represents the theme of the song which is the freedom that we sometimes yearn for from our everyday structured and hectic lives.

Two slower songs on the album, yet just as moving, are "You Used to Love to Dance," and "You Can Sleep While I Drive."

The final song on the album "Royal Station 4/16," which slightly digresses from her usual mode, is a song about trains, written while in New Castle, England hanging in a hotel near a train station. Bono from U2 even makes a brief appearance playing harmonica on this last song of the album finishing it off nicely.

No article in any publication could do Melissa or either of her albums justice. "Intense" is truly the word to describe her sound. Brave and Crazy

So if you're tired of listening to the same old music on the radio I urge you to give this album, and Melissa Etheridge's raucous style a chance. I guarantee that after a few listens you'll find yourself going back to the record store to buy her first album.
Jobs

- Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to make $500 to $1000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hard working. Call Tommey or Myra at (800)792-700-2121.

- Need extra money - N.J.'s finest caterer has immediate opening for banquet personnel. Waiters and waitresses (19 years or older), set-up and kitchen helpers. Full and part time available, flexible hours, excellent pay and working conditions. Car necessary. 992-8137.


- Princeton Ski Shop has permanent full and part time positions for clothing and ski equipment sales people in our brand new Clifton store. Flexible hours. Employee discounts. Apply in person at 700 Rt. 3 W. Clifton (across from Hofman LaRoche) or call 201-779-7100.

- Wintersession 90 - Ski and skiing (learn to ski) 1 credit. four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.


- Childcare on campus, Fridays, alternately one week half hr. earn as much as $10/hr. Only ten positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, ext. 44.

- Preparing Attendants All Shifts - Perfect job for students. Drivers license required. 18 or older and have own car. Ex. Sal. Call Advanced Parking Concepts T F 10 am to 5 pm: 857-2008.


For Sale

- 1990 - Ski and learn courses earn one, three, or four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Christmas Cash For Animal Lovers. We sell fun fashions for dogs, cats and ANIMAL LOVERS. We sell Call 893-7073 for info.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.

- Attention: Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423-5264.

- Princeton Ski Shop has permanent full and part time positions for clothing and ski equipment sales people in our brand new Clifton store. Flexible hours. Employee discounts. Apply in person at 700 Rt. 3 W. Clifton (across from Hofman LaRoche) or call 201-779-7100.

- Wintersession 90 - Ski and skiing (learn to ski) 1 credit. four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.

- Attention: Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423-5264.

- Princeton Ski Shop has permanent full and part time positions for clothing and ski equipment sales people in our brand new Clifton store. Flexible hours. Employee discounts. Apply in person at 700 Rt. 3 W. Clifton (across from Hofman LaRoche) or call 201-779-7100.

- Wintersession 90 - Ski and skiing (learn to ski) 1 credit. four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.

- Attention: Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423-5264.

- Princeton Ski Shop has permanent full and part time positions for clothing and ski equipment sales people in our brand new Clifton store. Flexible hours. Employee discounts. Apply in person at 700 Rt. 3 W. Clifton (across from Hofman LaRoche) or call 201-779-7100.

- Wintersession 90 - Ski and skiing (learn to ski) 1 credit. four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.

- Attention: Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423-5264.

- Princeton Ski Shop has permanent full and part time positions for clothing and ski equipment sales people in our brand new Clifton store. Flexible hours. Employee discounts. Apply in person at 700 Rt. 3 W. Clifton (across from Hofman LaRoche) or call 201-779-7100.

- Wintersession 90 - Ski and skiing (learn to ski) 1 credit. four MSC credits. Ski and the people who love them. Come work our cart at Willowbrook Mall starting Nov. 1. Evenings 5:30 - 10:30. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

- Driver's position available with tourism company for local travel and marketing company. Must be friendly, reliable and love animals and people. Call Poochi 256-1604.

- Attention: Good pay and fun. Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423-5264.
-Danielle D.: Would like to get them. S3

-SENATE Pledges: Beware of the best little sister ever! Love cook Randi and me dinner. If Tony & Jon: So help me if you in November? Cape May es-

-Hey you: How about the beach worry about your clothes, after

-Randi: I love you- 2 months-

-Children: Keep it going around and around. Very happy-Jen- When you making dinner for me again....In Bed

-Wanted all american male. Blonde hair, blue eyes, 6 foot, and 180 pounds. Call Sarah

-To the girl with hair- I'm in child

-To the bee with the buttercups:

-Rich: My love for you knows no bounds for each day seems like the first. No other man could take your place in my heart. Always remember I love you. Jennifer, P.S. 100 days--almost double digits

-Boo: Help John

-To beautiful roomate #1: What happened you will always be

-To beautiful roomate #1: Wha-

-Leave a note on D.J. Board-

-To the Nasty Girl - you are not suppose to be a joke) Nasty Girl. Did anyone notice how ugly

-To the House and will

-To Louisa from the Montclar-

-Hi Girls! What's Up? What are

-To the girls with the butterflies:

-Coach: Learn how to play Nintendo! Lars

-Lynn - You are the best thing in my life and no matter what ever happens you will always be just that. John

-Lisa: I'm really glad I've had someone to talk to- You've made this trying time very easy for me. I hope I never lose your friendship & I hope you never lose Hope Ya, Jennifer

-To Jon Max- Les Mis Monday -

-To the last lady on Sigma Delta Phi, C'mon, Can't I keep it?, Please Page

-Jen, Danielle, Joann and Vicki: No, I didn't forget about you guys. Even though I'm home now doesn't mean you are no longer the greatest friends a girl can have! Love, Luisa

-Patrick: You are an excellent "Ball Reducer" keep up the good work! Love, Tammy

-ZBT: Plain and Simple, The Best!

-To T.L.: You are very special, I love you. -S.S.

-Hi Girls! What's Up? What are we doing Friday night for the Weekend? Tell me. Frank

-Ode to a Goldfish: I think I shall see a fish as lovely as Monty.

-Jen Keep up the good work, Your big.

-Honey: Do you want to play a game tonight? Love Ya lots, Beth

-Who ever stole a black purse at Clacko's on Sat. Pm. Return it to the police or Clove desk.

-Woodrow: Only 6 weeks until Turkeys!!

-Michele: Bummer you didn't see it my way we could have had fun.

-George: Thanx for the 18 years you gave me. I'm sorry I wasn't there when you had to. I love you.

-Cheetah: How 'bout another 1 mile hike through Montclair! Zoo

-Danny: Congratulations! Awesome job. What about next year? Your Co-chair

-I Love You to bit and pieces! M.

-Yo Frankie: Can we repeat last Tuesday night again? Please watch for my future signs.

-Thanks to all you Clubbers for organizing a great Homecom-

-Hi Lori, Nikkie and Andrea. Lars

-AIX pledges: You guys are the best. Keep up the good work. 4 more weeks. -66

-Hey Woodrow: Did you know that the man who sits across from me...is lame.

-B.L & H: the blender blew up...it had too many pina coladas...Dawn

-Bub: Happy Anniversary! It's been the best 2 years of my life. I LOVE YOU! -Buster

-Autumn is finally here...No better time than the present for a pigstuck. Bring on the Soror-

-Shoot that Bird!

-Kim, Jeanine, Jennifer. 2,000 balloons and a convertible is a definite weirdo magnet!

-Bill: Happy Birthday!!! These have been the best months of my life! I'm so glad you are mine FOR EVER!!! I Love You, Kim

-All: Congratulations Buddy! Keep up the good work! Be happy- you deserve it! Love Ya

-Berry
MSC Spotlight
by Anthony DiPasquale

Dan Walsh

Iron man Dan Walsh has proven himself to be a running machine for MSC's Red Hawks. After breaking the record for running the ball with 46 carries last week against Ramapo, Walsh again was a dominant factor in the homecoming win against Kean.

"The Hawks offense is geared around the tailback, so I'm used to running the ball a lot and being keyed upon by the defense," said Walsh. "I feel it's a great compliment by the coaches to have the confidence in my ability to get the job done."

Walsh averages 147 yards a game, about five per carry, and Coach Gianocola feels they have never had a tailback like him.

"Dan is an extraordinary athlete and can run the ball a lot more than most tailbacks," said Gianocola. "He sometimes comes to the sidelines looking hurt, and I ask him if he needs a rest, but he feels everyone and carries the ball for another six to eight yards."

Walsh's record breaking game against Ramapo was to him "a good days work."

"It sounds like a lot more than it really is," said Walsh. "I didn't even realize I carried the ball 46 times until the last series, I just knew I worked hard."

"What happens in the stands and on the field is everyone responds to Dan's toughness, and rallies to be as tough," said Gianocola.

Walsh owes a lot to the offensive line, which he feels does a great job opening up holes for him, and looks forward to them blocking for him in the play-offs.

"Everyone on the team knows what has to get done, and there is no conception of losing a game, and until then I will never complain about too much work," said Walsh.

Cross country team

Major and Kevin Miller are the leaders of the team and have taken the unofficial roles of Captains. They have come through for the team from week to week and have upset several veteran teams so far. The other members are Ted Dominguez, Timothy Fuhrer, Lewis Wright, Wesley Peters, Joshua Nugent, who is presently nurturing an injury, Craig Jackson and Bobby Piersanti. Brian, Kevin, Ted, Timothy and Lewis appear to be the top 5 men at this point.

The major concern with the guys is having them adjust and keeping them together. Says the Coach, "A lot of growth is ahead."

Blanton's philosophy is a healthy one. "We are just like everyone else, we want to win but that is not the primary concern. The primary concern is to develop character and instill pride and develop minds."

If coaches can instill these things, we feel we have developed winners."

The team goes to every meet with the same power, because, according to Coach Blanton, everyone is a tough competitor. He feels that "Even when the team loses, we feel we've won."

The next and last home cross country meet is against William Paterson, Seton Hall and Ramapo on Wednesday, Oct. 18 at 4 p.m.

Temporary Employment
to work Princeton Ski Shop's Giant Stadium Ski Sale
November 4-12
Day and Evening Hours.
Flexible Schedule.
Call (201) 779-7100

S.I.L.C. is BACK!

Future events:
Flag football
Volleyball and Wallyball
Basketball

New members and new ideas are welcome!!

Call SILC Office 893-5245
or Fieldhouse 893-7494

SILC is a Class I of the SGA
The Bottom Line

by Matt Wintner

California here we stay is the unofficial World Series theme for the second straight year. On the Oakland's A battle the San Francisco Giants starting Saturday night in Oakland Coliseum.

The baseball fans of the San Francisco Bay area are in for a rare treat because it is the first metropolitan area World Series since 1956 when the New York Yankees met the Brooklyn Dodgers in the Fall Classic.

The 1989 World Series is set up as a confrontation of offensive strength as both teams hit a combined 15 home runs in the League Championship Series. Oakland boasts a menacing lineup which features Carney Lansford, Mark McGwire, Jose Canseco, Dave Parker, Dave Henderson, and baseball's greatest all-around threat Rickey Henderson. Even with the lineup that features a ton of muscle, it is Rickey Henderson who the Giants have to worry about the most. He can always pitch around Canseco, McGwire, or the others if the situation permits. However a way that Rickey is almost a guaranteed extra base hit and if you throw the wrong pitch to Henderson, you better prepare to go deep just as easily as the Bash Brothers.

Henderson stole the show against Toronto batting .400 with 2 home runs, 5 RBI, and a record previously held by Lou Brock. Henderson's performance was the best way in the world to "show up" his former boss George Steinbrenner. After all, it's the best way in the world to "show up" the Jays. However, whether Henderson shows or not, you can expect to see an impressive display of pure talent. Sure, Devils' offense last year are not playing: Tom Kurvers, who just needs confidence— he won't get that from watching the games from the press-box. But the Devils are loaded with talent at the defense position. And most of it is offensive. So the logical thing is that a trade may be in the works. How long do you think Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin will sit quietly?

Look for general Lou to make some personal moves soon. Which will end in a trade or demotion of players. Stay tuned Devil Fans!!

Field hockey starts well

By Mike Frasco

Rebounding from last year's 8-10 season, the MSC field hockey team is flying high with a 6-2 record. One reason for the turnaround, head coach Marge Snyder said is "The team has had a year to mature." Leading the way for the team are Tri-captains; Fan Devito, Heather Jeffrey, and Kelly Sullivan.

The Devils have lost only their two road games, however have won all six games played at MSG. The last win coming in a 1-0 victory over Drew, a team MSC hasn't beaten in a long time. The Devils are on a roll, Daneyko, and Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin. How long do you think Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin will sit quietly?

Look for general Lou to make some personal moves soon. Which will end in a trade or demotion of players. Stay tuned Devil Fans!!

The Devil's Weekly

By Michael Walmesley

Sports Editor

The Devils opened their regular season last Thursday in Philadelphia with an explosive win over the Flyers by the score of 6-2.

The key to the victory was offense. And lots of it! Sylvain Turgeon provided the scoring punch as he tallied two goals in the first period and added a third in period two. It was Turgeon's first NJ Devils Hat Trick.

On Saturday night, in the Devils home opener, the Devils lost out with the explosive powerful Philadelphia Penguins. The final score was 4-4.

The story of this game was again offensive power by another off season acquisition. Walt Poddubny scored two goals, and his second goal in the third period was the equalizer. Finally on Tuesday night the Devils were out talented by the Stanley Cup Champion, the Calgary Flames. The Devils played a very strong first period. They clearly took it to the Flames in every aspect of the game and it was the best period of hockey I've seen from the Devils in the young season. They went into their intermission with a 1-0 lead from a goal scored by Dave Maley. The second period started out with the Devils having goal against the Calgary Flame Joey Mullen. The Devils never regained that score they had in the first and the Flames went on to beat them by the score of 4-2.

If the Devils can guard on that first period, the character of this team will come together. Remember, it takes time to establish team character and the team is fairly new to each other.

The make-up of this team is offense, offense, and more offense. And the architect of this team is general manager, Lou Lamarillo.

What Lamarillo has done is put together a team with a lot of pure talent. Sure, Devils' teams of the past have been teams that have worked physically every night and grind out victories. This is what brought the Devils the Playoff success in 1987. It also made the Devils a legitimate N.H.C. Franchise. But the philosophy set is old and you need pure talent to win year in and year out. Take Calgary as a good example.

There is one piece of the picture I can't place, because I don't know where it is. But I have some ideas.

Looking for our starting defensemen from last year are not playing: Tom Kurvers, who set a Devils record last year with assists and points by a defensemen (50,66); Ken Daneyko, who I feel must play because they need the big tough defensemen who can clear people from in front of the net, and Craig Wolanin, who just needs confidence--he won't get that from watching the games from the press-box.

But the Devils are loaded with talent at the defense position. And most of it is offensive. So the logical thing is that a trade may be in the works.

How long do you think Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin will sit quietly?

Look for general Lou to make some personal moves soon. Which will end in a trade or demotion of players. Stay tuned Devil Fans!!

Field hockey starts well

By Mike Frasco

Correspondent

Rebounding from last year's 8-10 season, the MSC field hockey team is flying high with a 6-2 record. One reason for the turnaround, head coach Marge Snyder said is "The team has had a year to mature." Leading the way for the team are Tri-captains; Fan Devito, Heather Jeffrey, and Kelly Sullivan.

The Devils have lost only their two road games, however have won all six games played at MSG. The last win coming in a 1-0 victory over Drew, a team MSC hasn't beaten in a long time. The Devils are on a roll, Daneyko, and Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin. How long do you think Kurvers, Daneyko, and Wolanin will sit quietly?

Look for general Lou to make some personal moves soon. Which will end in a trade or demotion of players. Stay tuned Devil Fans!!
Soccer team edged

By Jon Capristo
Staff Writer

The new mascot debuted this week at the MSC vs. Kean Homecoming game. The overall consensus was that the concept of a bird is fine, but people wished that they would spend a little more time designing the costume. People's concern ranged from; the bird looks like a red haired Elvira to a chicken hawk. I hope this feed back will help the mascot committee in their search for a permanent choice.

The lights at the football games are atrocious! How do these players concentrate when their vision goes from one shade of light to another? The consensus in the press box was to raise the lights higher to shed light directly onto the field. Spend the bucks, the players deserve this.

Cross country excels

By Robin Weber
Staff Writer

The enthusiasm pours forth as Coach Blanton talks about his cross country team this season. He believes that "eyes have not seen and ears have not heard" what he projects will happen in the future of MSC Cross Country.

In soccer, two fifteen minute periods are provided for overtime and it is not sudden death. As long as there is time remaining on the clock, the match is continued until the time runs out. If no goals are scored in overtime, the game is called a draw.

Chip Shots

by Michael Walmsley

MSC NEWS

The new mascot debuted this week at the MSC vs. Kean Homecoming game. The overall consensus was that the concept of a bird is fine, but people wished that they would spend a little more time designing the costume. People's concern ranged from; the bird looks like a red haired Elvira to a chicken hawk. I hope this feed back will help the mascot committee in their search for a permanent choice.

The lighting at the football games is atrocious! How do these players concentrate when their vision goes from one shade of light to another? The consensus in the press box was to raise the lights higher to shed light directly onto the field. Spend the bucks, the players deserve this.

By Jon Capristo
Staff Writer

Perhaps the biggest rivalry of the season was held last Wednesday night when MSC faced Kean College. The match up drew approximately 350 fans, the largest crowd this season at Sprague Field. As expected, the intensity of the game was very high. The first half ended up scoreless and both teams rested for a tough second half.

Late in the second half the 0-0 tie was snapped when Dan Walsh of MSC scored a goal in the first minute of extra time. Walsh was the man of the game and they defeated the Cougars of Kean College 2-4-3, on Saturday night. Walsh ran for 210 yards and scored 2 touchdowns to help offset several mistakes made by the MSC offense. The Red Hawks fumbled the ball away 5 times and failed to capitalize on good field position all game long.

Wide receiver Frank Mari­conda had his best game of the season, catching 5 passes for 61 yards and 1 touchdown. Mari­conda had his best game of the season, catching 5 passes for 61 yards and 1 touchdown. The goal came after a miscommunication occurred between Roger Rubenetti and Charlie Smith of MSC that resulted in a collision, and left Yawson alone with the ball. The referee decided to throw the 44 second mark, Fernando Barboto fired in the tying goal, giving Salem a 2-1 lead.

Salem State is ranked #9 in the New Jersey Athletic Conference and 4-1 overall. The attendance for Saturday night's game was 5,216. Which was 100 fans less than last week's game against Ramapo. Although the Hawks started slow, the strong second half running of Dan Walsh provided the push the Hawks needed for the victory.

Hawks trap Cougars

By Mike Cohen
Staff Writer

Dan Walsh was the man of the game, as they defeated the Cougars of Kean College 24-3, on Saturday night. Walsh ran for 210 yards and scored 2 touchdowns to help offset several mistakes made by the MSC offense. The Red Hawks fumbled the ball away 5 times and failed to capitalize on good field position all game long.

Wide receiver Frank Mari­conda had his best game of the season, catching 5 passes for 61 yards and 1 touchdown. Mari­conda was the shining star of a receiving squad that dropped several of quarterback Ed Baff­ige's passes.

Kean College opened the scoring early in the first quarter. Following a fumble by MSC's John Walker, the Cougar's Robert Longo kicked a 22 yard field goal to give Kean a 3-0 lead.

MSC blew a golden opportu­nity to score on its next possession when Ed Baffige fumbled the ball into Kean's endzone for a touchback. The Red Hawks got on the scoreboard in the second quar­ter when a Baffige pass was deflected by Dan Walsh into the arms of Frank Maricon­da who was standing in the endzone for the touchdown. "That was the third time I caught a pass like that this year," Mari­conda stated after the game.

With the passing game stalled, Baffige gave the ball to Walsh who gained 140 of his 210 yards in the second half. Following the game, Walsh looked so battered that several players asked if he needed help into the trainers room. Walsh requests to stay in the whole game even when his team is far ahead. "I live for this game," Walsh stated.

The Red Hawks put the game out of reach when Mike Attardi kicked a field goal from 26 yards out. Dan Walsh then scored from 3 yards and 7 yards out to make the final score MSC 24 Kean 3.

Defensively for the Red Hawks Paul Cioffi had 12 tackles, a quarterback sack, and a blocked punt that led to a MSC touchdown. Len Kruk added 11 tackles of his own as the Red Hawk defense held the Cougars to an 0-12 mark on 3rd down conversions.

Dan Walsh won NJAC's offensive player of the week for his record breaking efforts against Ramapo last Saturday night. Walsh set the Montclair State record for most carries in a game with 46. MSC's victory makes their record 2-0 in the New Jersey Athletic Conference and 4-1 overall. The attendance for Saturday night's game was 5,216. Which was 100 fans less than last week's game against Ramapo.

The enthusiasm pours forth as Coach Blanton talks about his cross country team this season. He believes that "eyes have not seen and ears have not heard" what he projects will happen in the future of MSC Cross Country.

Last year, the women finished undefeated in the dual meet, and Rosa Domingues (Sr.) became the first woman in MSC history to make the NCAA all Mid-East Cross Country Champs. This season, Rosa will be defending her NJ College Champion title. And the veteran squad of 7 returning letter winners will make the team a very competitive one. Outstanding Freshman additions give the team the #2/#3, and #4 runners they need. These Freshmen are Kathy Papke, Jennifer Welsh, and Alison Amicone. Alicia Hannesey(So.) is number 5 for the team and is running her personal and career best.

Unfortunately, a few women are nurturing injuries and taking part in the rehabilitation program, one of whom is Jill Robertson, a senior and Captain of the squad, and the other, Gail Nunez, a Freshman. Coach Blanton feels that "with everyone healthy and able to rise to their ability" there will be an interesting result for the team this year.

Due to the weather, the team has not yet competed in a dual meet competition, the event that they were so strong in last year. They have, however, been victorious at the Monmouth Invitational, and have beaten Wagner, a team ranked in the top 5 teams of the North East.

The other members of the team are Bernadette Wyk­pisz(Sr.), who was #3 last year, and hopefully will rise to the occasion again this season, Lisa Gordon(So.), Theresa Le­wis(Jr.), and Danielle Du­bos(Fr.).

The men's team is made up entirely of Freshmen. Coach Blanton says that he is not expecting anything phenomenal from this new team. Each runner is making a major transition from high school. Brian

With eight minutes left in the game, the Cougars scored early in the first quarter. Walsh, the Cougar's Robert Longo kicked a 22 yard field goal to give Kean a 3-0 lead.

Minicobiowski battled the ball into Kean's endzone for a touchback. The Red Hawks got on the scoreboard in the second quar­ter when a Baffige pass was deflected by Dan Walsh into the arms of Frank Maricon­da who was standing in the endzone for the touchdown. "That was the third time I caught a pass like that this year," Mari­conda stated after the game.

With the passing game stalled, Baffige gave the ball to Walsh who gained 140 of his 210 yards in the second half. Following the game, Walsh looked so battered that several players asked if he needed help into the trainers room. Walsh requests to stay in the whole game even when his team is far ahead. "I live for this game," Walsh stated.

The Red Hawks put the game out of reach when Mike Attardi kicked a field goal from 26 yards out. Dan Walsh then scored from 3 yards and 7 yards out to make the final score MSC 24 Kean 3.

Defensively for the Red Hawks Paul Cioffi had 12 tackles, a quarterback sack, and a blocked punt that led to a MSC touchdown. Len Kruk added 11 tackles of his own as the Red Hawk defense held the Cougars to an 0-12 mark on 3rd down conversions.

Dan Walsh won NJAC's offensive player of the week for his record breaking efforts against Ramapo last Saturday night. Walsh set the Montclair State record for most carries in a game with 46. MSC's victory makes their record 2-0 in the New Jersey Athletic Conference and 4-1 overall. The attendance for Saturday night's game was 5,216. Which was 100 fans less than last week's game against Ramapo.

Although the Hawks started slow, the strong second half running of Dan Walsh provided the push the Hawks needed for the victory. Good work offensive line!